
  C77 SECR /SR 10ton  2 plank Ballast Wagon
60 wagons were built in 1919-20 at Ashford. In 1923 another 60 were built by the 
SR, thought to have been in SECR livery. When built the floor planks extended 
outwards to cover the gap when the doors were open. These planks were later sawn 
off flush with the doors. Another feature was the extra long brake levers which 
could be operated when the doors were open. The straight type of lever is included – 
the other type with a cranked end could be made from flattened wire. 
In the BR period, body lettering was minimal, sometimes not even having a 
number. Some had the LMS code of "SOLE", which was a similar wagon type. The 
last few wagons were withdrawn around 1970.      REFERENCES: 'Southern 
Railway Wagons Vols.  3/4', Bixley, Blackburn,  Chorley, King (OPC).
Construction: 12mm wheels & bearings are required (not supplied). When first 
built, the wagons had spoked wheels, including some with the "open" spoke type, but 
some may have had 3-hole disc wheels fitted under SR/BR ownership. 
Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Take care not to break the 
protruding ends of the door fasteners at the top corners of the sides & ends. Use 
solvent for assembly e.g. Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' 
instructions). 
Assemble the sides & ends of the body upside down – the sides fit between the ends 
with the door fastener on the sides overlapping the ends & under the "hook" on the 
top of the end (T on diagram). Fit the floor from above – put one end in first – 
there are studs near the bottom of the sides and ends to locate it. The bottom edge 
of the sides will be below the underside of the floor. Leave to set. 
Fit the bearings into the back of the axleboxes. Along the centre bottom edge of 
the solebars are 3 small tabs to locate the brake levers. Cut the right hand tab off 
ONE solebar (X on diagram) — this solebar should be fitted on the side of the floor 
that has the locating rib for the brakegear nearest the edge. The solebars locate 
next to the long rib/studs on the floor.
Add the wheels and allow solebars to set. Then fit the buffer body extensions (on 
the solebar sprue near the door springs) and the buffer heads. 
BRAKE GEAR: only one set of shoes/rods is needed. Fit against the rib on the 
floor, checking that it doesn't foul the wheels. Cut the handle end off both brake 
levers to the right of the "rack" (B on diagram). The plain brake lever goes on the 
solebar nearest the brakegear, with the "V" hanger against the 2 tabs on the solebar 
and the top of the "rack" on the block on the solebar near the end of the RH spring, 
so that the "rack" is vertical – the top should be about 0.5mm below the curb rail. 
Use a long handle piece from the body sprue & fit to the "rack" in line with the 
lever part to the left of the "rack" (L on diagram) and to the underside of the 
headstock . Cut the short wire supplied to 23.5mm long and put through the hole in 
the brake gear to the back of the "V" hanger. Add the "link" 

type brake lever to the other solebar with the end of the wire on the back of the 
"V" hanger. Add the remaining long handle piece, as above.
Doorsprings: use the ones on the body moulding & fit to the curb rail at the 
bottom of the sides below the rubbing plates on the doors.
To model an "as built" wagon, fit the extra floor pieces from the body sprue – the 
shorter piece is the middle one – into to the recesses below the doors. Use a steel 
rule to check they are level.
LIVERY: SECR Wagon Grey (Precision P581) – everything except the wheels.
SR: Red Oxide (P67?) including solebars; running gear black. BR stock, if painted, 
was black, otherwise weathered wood (P990?).    
LETTERING: SECR — : "S  E" on left side, "C  R" on right side; no. to right of 
hinge on 1st plank LH side; Load to left of hinge 1st plank RH side: "12 TONS" ; 
"P W D" spaced out on top plank between inner hinges. (from "GUNPOWDER")
 SR —  likely position shown; later: 
small S R in front of the number, 
possibly E.D. above the number.
BR — as shown, or just the 
"Return empty to …" top left, and 
no number, or "ES62xxx" bottom 
left. 

Wagon Nos. : 477-81, 546-51, 1754-93, 11835, 11873-82; these  became SR 
Nos. 62367-62426, SR-built wagons: 62427-86.  BR: prefix number with "S". 
Typical tare: 5-15 or 5-16.
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